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Anything but distant and speculative
COMPASS: Other points of view

By REBECCA NOBLIN

(12/19/09 18:41:26)

Attorney General Dan Sullivan's Dec. 12 commentary, "Developing resources won't harm wildlife,"
misrepresents the facts about Alaska's imperiled species and the efforts to protect them under the
federal Endangered Species Act.

To begin with, what Attorney General Sullivan refers to as a "legal theory" regarding the listing of
species under the ESA is actually just the law. The ESA requires that the federal government, using the
"best available science," determine whether a species is in danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range now or "in the foreseeable future." If the science shows that a species
meets this requirement, the federal government must list the species.

In the case of the polar bear, the federal government's most comprehensive study on the state of polar
bears determined that there will be no polar bears left in Alaska by 2050 -- hardly the "distant future."
This prediction is based on climate models that, if anything, underestimate the rate of sea-ice decline.
Furthermore, contrary to Attorney General Sullivan's assertion that Alaska's polar bear populations are
stable, both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Polar Bear Specialist Group have concluded that
both of Alaska's polar bear populations are currently in decline. Attorney General Sullivan is indeed
correct that for many years polar bear populations were likely increasing as a result of national and
international efforts to curtail overhunting in the 1970s. However, that trend has reversed, due to the
drastic melting of polar bears' sea-ice habitat.

Attorney General Sullivan again misleads readers by referring to climate science as "speculative" and to
global warming's impacts as events that will occur "in the distant future." In fact, Alaska's Arctic already
is reeling from rapid sea-ice loss, melting permafrost, increased severity of fall storms, and other global
warming impacts. 2007 was the lowest summer sea-ice year on record, with 2008 and 2009 close
behind. There are documented accounts of polar bears drowning as they try to swim between land and
distant sea ice, and of starving polar bears resorting to cannibalism. These impacts are anything but
distant and speculative. They are happening right now, and they are only going to get worse.

The Parnell administration is wasting the state's resources on a losing battle against science. Rather
than taking a position that is both scientifically and legally untenable, Alaska should be working
proactively to deal with the adverse impacts of global warming here at home. After all, the very same
changes that are threatening polar bears are threatening Alaska's people. If we do what it takes to
protect polar bears and other Arctic species, the positive impacts will reverberate throughout the state
and will lead to a better, healthier home for all Alaskans.

Rebecca Noblin is a staff attorney with the Center for Biological Diversity in Anchorage.
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